CMU@NSBE
March 29 – April 3

NSBE convention begins at the David L. Lawrence convention center. Over 12,000 participants are expected, mostly undergraduate engineers.

Over 20 undergraduate students and a dozen PhD students from CIT volunteer for CMU@NSBE.

CMU advertises excellence in engineering and presence at the convention in the NSBE pre-convention magazine.

Where do you want to go with your PhD?

- Engineering Dean
- Institute Director
- Company Founder
- Venture Capitalist

Showcase of the diverse careers of engineering PhDs

CAREER FAIR: 30-31 March
CMU faculty and PhD students talk with NSBE undergraduates about CMU graduate programs and research. CMU research exhibits include:

- Mobile camera array
- Red Team autonomous vehicle
- Artificial heart
- Intelligent robot teams

GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR: 1 April
- CIT faculty and PhD students recruit potential PhD students.
- Tepper recruits potential graduate students for the MBA program.

President Cohon gives lunch speech to pre-college students.

CIT = Carnegie Mellon University
College of Engineering

CMU WORKSHOPS @ NSBE

- “SAMS for PCI”, Ty Walton
- “Scholastic Pursuit”, Fred Higgs
- “Engineering the Inner You”, Fred Higgs

CIT = Carnegie Mellon University
College of Engineering